Dj - iTCH & The Gang
why we are who we are

the

Here the Dj is more than just a „DJ“.
DJ iTCH mixes the individual for the band in our

„Real Fusion“

studio in Mallorca produced drums, percussion
and bass tracks live as a kind of „GrooveMachine“ for the band.
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The amazing

energy of this „Live-Mix“,

combined with the extraordinary voice of the

DJ & live artists

singer and the outstanding talent of the
musicians, make DJ iTCH & the Gang to a
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unique entertainment highlight of your event.

Nikki
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Roger M - saxophone
Finaly
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Emma Diva - vocal & e-violin

Rony B - keyboards

Freed from Desire

the live show
the selected party music setlist will be performed during 3 live sets of 40 minutes each
after every live set DJ iTCH performs 20 minutes on his own, for a non-stop party without any break for your guests
you want the party to continue after the show?
important! to open the videos

demos

and download the PDFs

as option you can book the dj for extra time

you need an internet connection!

Upside Down

Dj - iTCH & The Gang
the music

Every guest of your event will feel the raising

1. Live-Set

dynamic of the music and live the sweeping
stage performance of the musicians of the band.

popular disco and pop music from the 70s and
80s, pimped up to the actual dance music sound

All band members are counting years of

2. Live-Set TOP40 charts and all times dance

experience, just one reason why this show will

and party hits will bring the ambient to its

be an outstanding „Eye- & Ear Catch“ for your

absolute TOP height.

guests - with guarantee for dancing!

3. Live-Set

DJ iTCH and the Gang brings to you an

the „in“ club and house tunes will

international high class show, convincing with

ambient even more.

professionalism & improvisation, being in touch

Songs for all tastes are included - this way an

with your guests all the time.

unforgettable party is guaranteed.
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the ambient
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Horny Horny

Emma Diva as Vocal-Violinist

the setups
you can book DJ iTCH and the Gang in 3 different Setups - the common specs of all setups:
- 3 hours of presence of the band
- 3 live sets of 40 minutes
- DJ iTCH performs for 20min on his own after each live set
- as option more artists, sound and light equipment, and DJ-service after the show

increase the

Nikki

I’m so Excited

Dj - iTCH & The Gang
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the equipment
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SETUP A
- DJ iTCH + singer + saxophonist
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SETUP B
- DJ iTCH + singer + saxophonist + keyboarder
SETUP C
- DJ iTCH + singer + guitarist/singer +

musicians

dancer

performer

>>

optional singer
on request!

>

DJ after the show from 75,- € +IVA / hour
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saxophonist + keyboarder

>>>

the prices include the following equipment for up
to 80 guests:
- a suitable PA system
- live mixing desk & back line regarding the
booked artists
- DJ equipment & white Dj-Design-Desk
- active speakers as monitoring on stage
- 2 light stands with 4 LED RGB spots and 2 LED
part y light effects each
- professional modular stage
the complete equipment will be setup by our
technicians before your guests arrive!
optional sound and light equipment on request!
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with GoGo’s ?

Nikki

Dj iTCH on his own ?

a mobile disco ?

last but nor least . . .
space for the show
minimum 4,5x2,5m
minimum 4,5x3,5m
minimum 4,5x3,5m

<<<

needed
Setup A
Setup B
Setup C

electricity:
we need 2 independent circuits of 220V 16A, with maximum distance of 10m from the stage area
on request we can organize a generator plus all needed high tension distribution and cables - prices are depending on the location and labour

a production of

www.led-audio.com & www.mallorca-inear.com

